
W/C Monday 04th May  R.E   Lesson 3  Year 5 and 6 

Good morning/afternoon, I hope you enjoyed the last lesson. Sometimes it can 

be difficult to put yourself in someone else’s shoes, but by doing this you can 

sometimes think about the way you handle situations in your own life.  

I think Buddha would have made a great agony aunt!  

This lesson we will look more closely at the fourth noble truth and thinking 

about how to end suffering…… 

4. The way to end dukkha is to live your life according to the ‘Middle Way’, 

which is known as the ‘Noble Eightfold Path’ and be happy with what we have. 

Lesson Objective: To understand the Eightfold path. 

 I can match the 8 rules of the Eightfold path to their meaning – 5-10 

minutes. 

 I can fill out the Dharma wheel and include my own examples of the 8 

rules – 20 minutes 

 I can think about the importance of the Eightfold Path – 5-10 minutes. 

 Meditation – 20 minutes.  

 

The Noble Eightfold Path has eight steps/rules 

· Right understanding of the Four Noble Truths  

· Right thought thinking good, kind thoughts  

· Right speech using kind words and not telling lies  

· Right action not killing or stealing; looking after others  

· Right work or livelihood doing a job that does not harm others  

· Right effort working hard to do good things  

· Right mindfulness thinking before you act or speak  

· Right concentration using meditation to train your mind to be calm and 

focused 

 

These rules are a way of life, by following them Buddhists believe that they will 

reach enlightenment and end suffering. Buddhists believe in karma, good action 

for example generosity and compassion(being caring) can give good in return, 

freeing us from stress and suffering. However, negative thought and action can 

lead to stress and suffering.  

 



If you want to find out more about Buddhism, you can follow the link. I will 

include this link again as it looks at different areas of Buddhism. The video may 

help give you a better understanding.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh4mrj6/articles/zdbvjhv 

 

Here are the 8 rules of the Eightfold Path, the rules do not match the 

meanings correctly. Please give each rule a number and give that same 

number to the meaning that matches, or you could match them by colour!  

 

Rule Meaning 

Right Concentration You think about achieving your goal. 

Right 

Understanding/View 

You always try to act correctly. 

Right Effort You see and understand things correctly. 

Right Thought You earn your living honestly. 

Right Work You are aware of things. 

Right Mindfulness You behave honestly and kindly to others. 

Right Speech To focus your mind correctly. 

Right Action You talk positively to yourself and others. 
 

 

Dharma Wheel 
On the next page there is a Buddhist Dharma Wheel. Dharma translates as 

‘law’, so this could also be called the wheel of law. There are eight spokes 

that represent the eight rules. I would like you to write each rule on each 

spoke. Then at the end of each spoke give me an everyday example of this 

rule. For example; Right Speech could be, even when I am tired or 

frustrated, I will use my manners. I have written this onto the wheel as an 

example of how you can set this out. Maybe you could think of another 

example for the ‘right speech’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh4mrj6/articles/zdbvjhv
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The Right Speech 

Even when I am tired or 

frustrated, I will use my 

manners. 
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Why do you think Buddhists follow the Eightfold Path? 
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Just a thought! 

Do you already follow most of the Eightfold Path? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Meditation 

Meditation is a way Buddhists can clear their minds 

and relax. 

Sit in a quiet room away from any distractions. 

Make sure you are sat comfortably not touching 

anyone or anything. If you would like to sit in a 

similar position to Buddhists; they sit crossing 

their legs so their feet are facing away from an 

image of the Buddha and their face and body 

facing forwards.  

Please follow the link to a guided meditation video. (This is different to last 

week). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNTXpJV8aUg 

 

Meditation exercises (If you cannot access the internet) 

It would help if you had someone to read the instructions to you as you sit 

quietly, if not read them before and have a go.  

Tips for the reader 

Speak slowly 

Leave appropriate gaps 

Allow approximately 5 seconds for each sensation 

 

Exercise 1 – basic stilling 

Make sure you are sitting in a relaxed position in a quiet room. Buddhist sit 

crossed legged in order for their feet to face away from the Buddha and their 

face and body to face the Buddha in front of them.  

If you are sat on a chair, make sure your back is against the seat and your feet 

are flat on the floor. Hands are placed in a cup like position on your lap or on the 

knees. 

You may have relaxing music on in the background if you would prefer.  

Breathing exercise 

“Let your eyes gently close…… 

Breathe slowly in and out, in and out…… 

Now begin to listen to sounds outside the room…. 

Now listen to sounds inside the room……. 

Now listen to yourself…… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNTXpJV8aUg


Notice the way your breath enters and leaves your body……. 

Concentrate on the tip of your nose and feel your breath go in and out, in and 

out….. 

Now feel the touch of your clothes on your back….. 

Feel how hard your chair is underneath you 

Feel your feet touching the fabric of your socks…. 

Slowly go around your body and feel aware of your head, your face, your neck, 

your chest….. 

Now come back to your breath going in and out, in and out…… 

When you are ready, take a deep breath, open your eyes and have a good 

stretch.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for having a go at this week’s lesson. I hope you have a lovely week 

and manage to get some fresh air. I want you to have a think this week about 

the way you might use the Eightfold path in your own life. Next week we are 

going to go through the eight steps again and create a diary giving example of 

how you have used any of the eight steps.  

 

Thank you, 

Mrs Hunter-Howard 

 

 


